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Rarely do properties capture the essence of Byron Shire living so perfectly as this one. An original beach house from the

halcyon days of years past, this incredible Suffolk Park sanctuary has been exquisitely revitalised into a breathtaking

coastal oasis.Commanding a premium position on exclusive Brandon Street (just one street back from spectacular Tallow

Beach) this unique beachside haven promises a dream-like lifestyle for families or holiday makers.Enveloped by lush

tropical gardens, the main residence reveals a distinctive octagonal layout, centring the living, dining and kitchen areas at

the heart of the home. White washed walls, soaring high-raked ceilings and exposed timber beams lends a character-rich

warmth to the freshness of the coastal environment. The quality kitchen with stylish brushed brass accents features stone

benchtops, gas cooking and an integrated dishwasher - ‘must haves’ for any home chef.Choose from three beautiful

bedrooms each with those impressive high ceilings, while the contemporary family bathroom features a standalone tub

and serene views over the gardens.The piece de resistance of this exceptional property are the magnificent resort-style

grounds.Stepping from the main house onto the expansive covered entertaining area, you’re greeted with a view over

palm-lined gardens to a gorgeous in-ground swimming pool with sun-drenched deck and day bed area. Relax with friends

in a choice of alfresco zones, including the built-in bar with a sink - perfect for mixing your favourite poolside cocktails.A

separate one bedroom studio with modern ensuite makes the ideal guest/teen or nanny retreat, or the most charming

‘work from home’, art studio or yoga zone. Overlooking the pool, it’s a peaceful hideaway that adds to the versatility of this

exceptional residence.As practical as it is beautiful, there’s a generous storage area to the rear for all the toys, while the

carport offers off street parking for two vehicles. Living so close to the beach you can leave the car at home. It’s just a

short 2 minute stroll to Gaggin Park and the white sands of Tallow Beach - perfect for spending leisurely days enjoying the

sun and surf.Wander down to the bustling Suffolk Park shops to find the iconic bakery, tavern and a choice of popular

eateries. It’s just a short 10 minute drive or 15 minute cycle into Byron Bay for incredible restaurants, world-class

shopping, galleries and nightlife. Walk up Tallow Beach or enjoy a short scenic drive to pristine Broken Head, while it’s

only 29 minutes to the Ballina Byron Airport.- Original Byron beach house just moments to Tallow Beach- Private to the

street and framed in lush tropical gardens- Masterfully revitalised in to a resort-style coastal oasis- Three bedroom main

residence features a modern kitchen and bathroom- High raked ceilings, exposed timber beams throughout-

Air-conditioning, fans and classic glass louvres- Separate studio with ensuite, makes perfect guest/nanny retreat- Large

covered entertaining deck, built-in alfresco bar- In-ground swimming pool with sundeck and day bed area- Multiple

alfresco areas, off street parking, storage shed- 2 minute stroll to the beach, 2 minute ride to the local shops- 10 minutes

into Byron Bay, 29 minutes to the Ballina AirportDisclaimer: All information contained herein is obtained from property

owners or third-party sources which we believe are reliable. We have no reason to doubt its accuracy, however we cannot

guarantee it. All interested person/s should rely on their own enquiries.


